
_substrate



 

_card

_ consider for:

_ free standing

_ pos

_ pop

_ 3d display

_ print direct or print 
 mount and seal

_ it’s credentials:

_ great for retail displays, 
for straight forward point 
of sale, or more intricate 
3d displays.

both cost effective and 
recyclable.

lightweight and easy to 
install.

_ project:
_ jack wills, boom box



 

_foamex

_ consider for:

_ print direct or print 
 mount and seal

_ cost effective

_ water repellent

_ external or internal 
 applications

_ can be formed

_ can be cut to shape

_ it’s credentials:

_ foamex is easy to 
bend, cut, drill and glue 
and you can print on it.

it comes in a variety of 
colours and thicknesses. 

so you can achieve high 
quality, visually pleasing 
signage and displays.

it’s also cost effective 
for short or long runs.

_ project:
_ caffe nero, aboard promotions



 

_forex smart

_ consider for:

_ high stability 

_ 3d displays

_ excellent recyclability

_ retail displays

_ lightweight

_ it’s credentials:

_ forex smart is a 
lightweight but rigid 
media making it perfect 
for creating 3d displays 
and free standing props 
that are extremely easy 
to install.  

you can print direct to 
board making it a low 
cost alternative to other 
substrates as well as 
being completely 
recyclable.  

due to its structure it 
does not bow.

_ project:
_ white stuff, how super!



 

_dufalyte

_ consider for:

_ brilliant for pos

_ permanent and semi 
 permanent displays

_ cost effective

_ 3d displays

_ fabrics and vinyls can 
 be applied onto the 
 board

_ recyclable

_ it’s credentials:

_ dufaylite is made from 
100% recycled paper.

it’s great for printing 
applications such as 
point of sale, signage 
and exhibition displays.

this product is brilliant 
for creating free 
standing displays.

_ project:
_ muji, aircraft interior



 

_fabric backed wallpaper

_ consider for:

_ seamless

_ washable 

_ anti bacterial 
 resistance

_ fi re rated class o

_ incredibly durable

_ it’s credentials:

_ fabric backed 
wallpaper is hardwear-
ing and ideal to use in 
an environment where 
the wallpaper needs to 
be more durable. 

ideal applications 
include retail, airports, 
hotels, restaurants, 
hospitals, interiors and 
museums, in fact 
anywhere were the 
graphics are likely to 
hang for years rather 
than months, as it’s a 
more permanent 
application.

_ project:
_ kings college hospital



 

_plywood

_ consider for:

_ hoardings

_ natural look

_ durable

_ environmentally 
 friendly

_ cost effective

_ it’s credentials:

_ if you want to see the 
texture of the ply 
through the print, this is 
an ideal way of adding 
something different.

ideal for interiors, 
cladding walls and 
columns etc.

can be used for more 
permanent displays, or 
promotional windows.

_ project:
_ next, white city



 

_dibond

_ consider for:

_ print direct or print 
 mount seal

_ great for hoarding 
 graphics

_ very rigid

_ can be cut and routed 
 for fabrication

_ highly versatile for fl at 
 and 3d applications

_ extremely durable

_ it’s credentials:

_ dibond is an 
aluminium faced board 
with a polyethylene 
core.

it is extensively used for 
signage and hoardings.

with a fl at surface it 
is used for applying 
vinyl or for direct digital 
printing. 

great for long term 
displays.

_ project:
_ devon county council,

underpass project



 

_kapa

_ consider for:

_ free standing

_ pos

_ pop

_ 3d display

_ print direct or print 
 mount and seal

_ it’s credentials:

_ great for retail displays, 
it’s lightweight so easy 
to install.

you can print direct or 
print mount and seal.

cut to shape for 3d 
displays.

great impact for cost 
effective displays.

_ project:
_ white stuff, spring



 

_re-board

_ consider for:

_  free standing display 
units

_3d display

_ window schemes

_ signage

_ pop

_ it’s credentials:

_easy to cut and bend, 
100% recyclable, cost 
effective, and you can 
print direct.

can be flat packed and 
is easy to assemble, is 
lightweight but robust 
and can be stacked 
with heavy products.

ready made designs 
and cutting files with a 
vast array of 
accessories.

standard thicknesses 
5, 10 & 16mm



_changeable



 

_magnetic graphics

_ consider for:

_ ideal for pos and semi-
 permanent displays

_ seamless joins on 
 large walls

_ complete with self 
 adhesive steel wall 
 covering

_ no metalwork required

_ economical for rapid 
 change

_ easy to install 

_ it’s credentials:

_ magnetic graphics 
provide the perfect 
solution for economical 
and rapid graphic 
installation.

this product is a 
fantastic print media 
for point of sale, 
semi-permanent or 
permanent graphic 
display.

simply mount the walls 
with our self adhesive 
steel loaded wall 
covering and place the 
printed magnetic sheet 
on top to create a 
seamless fi nish to any 
display.

_ project:
_ austin reed, george street 

edinburgh



 

_pvc banner

_ consider for:

_ interior and exterior

_ durable

_ cost effective

_ pos

_ it’s credentials:

_ ideal for interior or 
exterior use, large for-
mat banners, hoarding 
graphics and pos.

good for long and short 
term use.

available in super wide 
format.

_ project:
_ science meseum, big bang



 

_static cling clear

_ consider for:

_ windows repositional

_ white ink available

_ brilliant for pos 

_ environmentally friendly 

_ clings to glass

_ apply and remove with 
 ease

_ adhesive free

_ roll up for easy delivery

_ it’s credentials:

_ static cling is a thin 
durable product, 
embedded with an 
electrical charge.

this allows it to ‘cling’ to 
virtually any surface 
without tape, tacks or 
adhesive.

it is simple to apply, just 
peel from the backing 
paper and position.

the material can be 
re-charged.

it remains repositionable 
and when removed will 
not cause any damage 
or leave any residue.

_ project:
_ austin reed, regent street



 

_inkjet print

_ consider for:

_ pos

_ interiors

_ photographic quality

_ variety of fi nishes

_ mount to substrate

_ it’s credentials:

_ photographic quality 
makes this ideal for high 
end pos and interiors.

you can mount the print 
to a variety of substrates.

either for short or long 
term use.

uv inks as standard.

_ project:
_ lexus



 

_static cling

_ consider for:

_ repositional

_ brilliant for pos 

_ environmentally friendly 

_ clings to virtually any 
 surface

_ apply and remove with 
 ease

_ adhesive free

_ roll up for easy delivery

_ it’s credentials:

_ static cling ‘clings’ to 
virtually any surface 
without need for tape, 
tacks or adhesive.

it is simple to apply, just 
peel from the backing 
paper.  

the material can be 
re-charged.

it remains repositionable 
and when removed will 
not leave any residue.

_ project:
_ tk maxx, annual conference



 

_lightbox graphic

_ consider for:

_ back lit illuminated 
 graphic

_ ideal for retail pos 
 display

_ easy to change

_ ideal for public display 
 advertising

_ it’s credentials:

_ light box material is 
intended for large or 
small format, full-color 
display of photographic 
content in a backlit 
environment, so that 
light passes through 
and illuminates and 
brightens the graphic 
display. 

most common applica-
tions for light box 
graphics are retail, 
advertising and 
promotional, where a 
real impact is desired.

_ project:
_ science museum, launch pad





_self adhesive



 

_self adhesive vinyl with crystal seal

_ consider for:

_ hoardings

_ hard wearing

_ cost effective

_ interior and exterior

_ windows

_ it’s credentials:

_ more durable for long 
term displays such as 
museums and visitors 
centres, or a retail 
environment where it 
needs to be more hard 
wearing.

can be mounted to a 
variety of substrates or 
applied directly on site.

_ project:
_ vodafone, fl agships



 

_self adhesive vinyl

_ consider for:

_ hoardings

_ pos

_ windows

_walls

_ it’s credentials:

_ it’s ideal for exterior 
graphics especially 
hoardings.

self adhesive so easy to 
apply, more for longer 
term use.

pliable for application to 
curved walls.

can be mounted to a 
variety of substrates or 
applied directly on site.

_ project:
_british library, breaking the rules



 

_brickwrap

_ consider for:

_ apply direct to 
 brickwork or similar 
 surfaces

_ excellent adhesion for 
 outdoor use

_ highly durable

_ highly conformable 
 vinyl

_ photographic printing 
 quality

_ it’s credentials:

_ brickwrap is specifi -
cally designed as a 
printable vinyl for 
applying directly onto 
brickwork or similar 
surfaces.  

you will be astonished 
by the visual effect!  

brickwrap is a printed 
and highly conformable 
vinyl offering excellent 
adhesion onto uneven 
surfaces giving perfect 
visibility of graphics and 
no edge lifting.

can be used for 
exteriors or interiors.

_ project:
_ ormiston park academy,

reception area



 

_ultraclear

_ consider for:

_ architectural signage 

_ perfect see through 
 vision on glass

_ digitally printed with  
 any design

_ scratch resistant 
 surface

_ ideal for decoration, 
 manifestation and 
 privacy

_ windows

_ glass partitions

_ it’s credentials:

_ ultraclear printed vinyl 
allows retailers, 
designers and architects 
to transform any glazed 
environment with 
bespoke, vibrant and 
exciting designs, 
corporate identity 
graphics.  

perfect optical clarity 
creates new opportuni-
ties for decoration, 
manifestation and 
privacy graphics on 
glass.

great for interiors or 
windows, a more perma-
nent solution.

_ project:
_ primark



 

_removable wallpaper

_ consider for:

_ seamless graphics

_ can be removed & will 
 not damage host wall

_ self adhesive

_ hard wearing

_ fi ne texture delivers 
 high quality images

_ can be backlit with 
 stunning results

_ waterproof

_ it’s credentials:

_ removable wallpaper 
is an easily removed (if 
required) self-adhesive, 
fabric based substrate 
which can be placed on 
any fl at surface. 

it’s also suitable for long 
term use. 

ideal applications 
include retail, hotels, 
restaurants, museums, 
residential developments 
and offi ce interiors. 

it offers a highly cost 
effective & durable 
solution that’s quick 
and easy to hang.

_ project:
_ red or dead, pop up shop



 

_contravision

_ consider for:

_ does not obscure the 
 view of those inside

_ self adhesive 

_ easy to apply and 
 remove

_ ideal for shop windows 

_ anti-glare

_ does not block light

_ it’s credentials:

_ contravision is 
sometimes referred to 
as one-way vision. 

it’s self-adhesive vinyl 
which allows you to look 
out from the inside with 
the images visable from 
outside.

it’s great for promotions 
and long term window 
displays.

_ project:
_ next brent cross



 

_ultra removable

_ consider for:

_ windows

_ indoor or outdoor use

_ durable

_ apply, and remove 
 easily

_ available in white and 
 clear

_ leaves no glue residue

_ dry application 

_ it’s credentials:

_ ultra removable vinyl 
is so easy to use! it can 
be applied and removed 
easily, leaving no glue 
residue.

can also be applied dry 
so is perfect for retail or 
interiors.

_ project:
_ red or dead, pop up shop



_fabrics



 

_voile

_ consider for:

_ banners, canvasses 
 and walls

_ large or small format

_ cost effective for long 
 and short runs

_ lightweight and easy 
 to install

_ vast range of materials

_ it’s credentials:

_ our fabrics are printed 
with a photographic 
quality printing technique 
in which the images 
become an inherent 
element of a vast range 
of fabrics with extreme 
durability and cost 
effi ciency.  

whether your requirement 
is for window schemes, 
pos, transparent displays, 
banners, canvasses, 
wall coverings or even 
furniture our printing 
techniques provide the 
perfect solution.

_ project:
_ asprey, new bond st



 

_fl ag

_ consider for:

_ banners, canvasses 
 and walls

_ large or small format

_ cost effective for long 
 and short runs

_ lightweight and easy 
 to install

_ vast range of materials

_ it’s credentials:

_ our fabrics are printed 
with a photographic 
quality printing technique 
in which the images 
become an inherent 
element of a vast range 
of fabrics with extreme 
durability and cost 
effi ciency.  

whether your requirement 
is for window schemes, 
pos, transparent displays, 
banners, canvasses, 
wall coverings or even 
furniture our printing 
techniques provide the 
perfect solution.

_ project:
_ asprey, new bond st



 

_double sided polyester

_ consider for:

_ banners, canvasses 
 and walls

_ large or small format

_ cost effective for long 
 and short runs

_ lightweight and easy 
 to install

_ vast range of materials

_ it’s credentials:

_ our fabrics are printed 
with a photographic 
quality printing technique 
in which the images 
become an inherent 
element of a vast range 
of fabrics with extreme 
durability and cost 
effi ciency.  

whether your requirement 
is for window schemes, 
pos, transparent displays, 
banners, canvasses, 
wall coverings or even 
furniture our printing 
techniques provide the 
perfect solution.

_ project:
_ asprey, new bond st



 

_coated polyester

_ consider for:

_ banners, canvasses 
 and walls

_ large or small format

_ cost effective for long 
 and short runs

_ lightweight and easy 
 to install

_ vast range of materials

_ it’s credentials:

_ our fabrics are printed 
with a photographic 
quality printing technique 
in which the images 
become an inherent 
element of a vast range 
of fabrics with extreme 
durability and cost 
effi ciency.  

whether your requirement 
is for window schemes, 
pos, transparent displays, 
banners, canvasses, 
wall coverings or even 
furniture our printing 
techniques provide the 
perfect solution.

_ project:
_ asprey, new bond st



 

_polyester canvas

_ consider for:

_ banners, canvasses 
 and walls

_ large or small format

_ cost effective for long 
 and short runs

_ lightweight and easy 
 to install

_ vast range of materials

_ it’s credentials:

_ our fabrics are printed 
with a photographic 
quality printing technique 
in which the images 
become an inherent 
element of a vast range 
of fabrics with extreme 
durability and cost 
effi ciency.  

whether your requirement 
is for window schemes, 
pos, transparent displays, 
banners, canvasses, 
wall coverings or even 
furniture our printing 
techniques provide the 
perfect solution.

_ project:
_ asprey, new bond st


